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Jumbie stories, Anansi stories, calypso – these were my introduction to local creative literature. And 

then there came Jamaica Kincaid, her coming of age novella Annie John at first, which resonated with 

me in many ways, especially as a #gyalfromOttosAntigua, a stone’s throw from Kincaid’s childhood 

community of Ovals. I was quite literally reading my world.  

I first came across the short story ‘Girl’ in Writing Fiction: a Guide to Narrative Craft by Janet Burraway in 

a creative writing class at the University of the West Indies (Mona). There was an echo of that earlier 

connection, but intensified, like a shot of pure rum. Because, with allowance for generational 

differences, these same words could have come from the mouth of my own Dominican mother raising 

her children with a mixture of parables, superstitions, and old school I’m not trying to be your friend 

firmness.  By then, I knew I wanted to be a writer, so that heightened the impact of my discovery of 

Kincaid’s words. 

In dreaming, you’re always, subconsciously or otherwise looking for models and inspiration, and here 

was Annie and the titular Girl.  

That said, I had found earlier writing models in calypso, albeit that the calypso of my childhood was a 

very masculine space. In an enduring and favourite calypso by my favourite calypsonian (Short Shirt) 

written by my favourite calypso writer (Shelly Tobitt), the artist lists among his ‘Lamentations’ that 

“even woman want their freedom/rioting, demonstration/where will this end, if it keeps on.” But the 

poetry and the barefacedness of it all – Latumba’s “culture must be free/they can’t muzzle me” – 

sparked a fire in me before I even knew it was there. These days I use calypso in the creative writing 

workshops I facilitate because if King Obstinate’s ‘Wet Yuh Han’’ isn’t literature, and Antiguan and 

Barbudan literature in particular, I don’t know what is. 

I remember reading Kincaid’s young adult novel Lucy in a park in New York, and being seduced by its 

hypnotic lyricism. There was a magic in the telling, in her flow, there always is with Kincaid, the kind of 

magic that makes you look up from her most recent novel See Now Then on the bus, feeling disoriented 

as the world rushing by resettles around you, because her stories consume you as you consume them. 

The stylistic elements used to achieve that spellbinding effect were there from earliest works like ‘Girl’.  

Those elements and that effect of being lost in the words as much as the music is something, calypso, 

the best calypso, a good Shelly Tobitt calypso, delivers to your soul.  

I am not suggesting a complete crossover of Kincaid and calypso. But it is canon, from ‘Girl’ that benna – 

never to be sung on Sunday benna – was known to young Elaine Potter Richardson, who would become 

the writer Jamaica Kincaid. To whatever degree, the oral tradition – found in calypso, at once a 

colloquialism and child of benna – was known to her. And what we know, on a cultural level, has the 

potential to influence and shape who we are and, for the creative, the expression of our art. So to my 

mind, it’s not a stretch to line up calypso and Kincaid, both so deeply influential in my own becoming as 

a writer, beside each other to explore the literary overlaps.  

Girl was published in the June 26th 1978 print edition of The New Yorker. Excerpts usually come from the 

beginning but a recent viral social media conversation prompts me to start here: “…be sure to wash 

every day, even if it is with your own spit; don’t squat down to play marbles—you are not a boy…don’t 



pick people’s flowers—you might catch something; don’t throw stones at blackbirds, because it might 

not be a blackbird at all; this is how to make a bread pudding; this is how to make doukona; this is how 

to make pepper pot; this is how to make a good medicine for a cold; this is how to make a good 

medicine to throw away a child before it even becomes a child; this is how to catch a fish; this is how to 

throw back a fish you don’t like, and that way something bad won’t fall on you…” 

Wrapped up in that excerpt is so much familiar folk wisdom, and specifically mother-to-girl-child folk 

wisdom about cleanliness, about decorum, about malice (because there is an acceptance that 

badmindedness is real), about cooking, about cooking up things to protect yourself, about signs to look 

out for so that “something bad won’t fall on you”. 

‘Girl’ is rich with characterization. It has a story arc. It uses literary devices like imagery, symbolism, 

contrast (white v. colour and the suggestion of racism and classism within that dichotomy, lady v. slut 

and the misogyny within that dichotomy). Yet it is void of narration, framed entirely as a free flowing 

‘conversation’ – between mother and daughter. “Wash the white clothes on Monday and put them on 

the stone heap; wash the color clothes on Tuesday and put them on the clothesline to dry…cook 

pumpkin fritters in very hot sweet oil…soak salt fish overnight before you cook it”.  I put ‘conversation’ 

in quotation marks because ‘Girl’ is more a monologue with the daughter’s voice squeaking through only 

a couple of times (“but I don’t sing benna on Sundays at all and never in Sunday school”). The mother is 

an avalanche of sound and certainty, while the daughter tries to and ultimately fights to find her voice – 

in that dynamic there is a natural and familiar tension.  

There is, too, lots of local colour, e.g. in the island-specific for its time vocabulary (stone heap, fritters, 

sweet oil, wharf-rat boys, ducana, pepperpot), folk knowledge (“…this is how you grow okra [okroe] – 

far from the house, because okra [okroe] tree harbors [harbor] red ants…”), social values (no benna on 

Sundays, don’t eat on the street), and its juxtaposition of western religion and other magic without 

contradiction: “don’t throw stones at blackbirds, because it might not be a blackbird at all”; “this is how 

to love a man, and if this doesn’t work there are other ways.” 

All familiar to anyone who grew up in the Caribbean; all easily bookmarked as part of Antiguan-

Barbudan (primarily but not exclusively oral) literature. 

There, for instance, is the rolling, alliterative repetition of words, sound, phrases, within the story’s long 

punctuated but unbroken sentence, “this is how…this is how…this is how…”, “this is how you sweep a 

corner; this is how you sweep a whole house; this is how you sweep a yard”, a level of detail that 

suggests routine but is never rote, because there is always more story to be found. 

We hear the girl’s voice near the end of this story: “always squeeze bread to make sure it’s fresh; but 

what if the baker won’t let me feel the bread?; you mean to say that after all you are really going to be 

the kind of woman who the baker won’t let near the bread?” The girl’s inquiry, the mother’s rhetorical 

response – rhetorical because you can imagine there’s no expectation of a response; just don’t be the 

kind of girl the baker won’t let near the bread. However I feel about letting anyone squeeze the bread, 

this is undoubtedly part of the story of us.   

Let’s turn to another story.  

Wet Yuh Hand, the classic King Obstinate calypso which can be found on 1973 multi-artist anthology 

Super Calypso Hits Volume 1, is the story of an old school village fight between Crazy Ellen and Big Foot 



Maude, told from the point of view of a narrator who “climb up in a tambran tree to observe the whole 

scenery”. 

Dialogue is the primary literary device moving the narrative. “ah nah me tell you fu kill you man” one 

woman says to the other. Minor characters weigh in on the fight; the unseen man, “aryuh jus’ cuss so all 

the time man, every day and night, ar yuh ha fu stop some time, yuh nuh. But ar you go church too nuh 

man”, Ms. Melville “Me picknee wan’ fu go to bed, and ar you ah mek too much noise ah me head” who 

gets this rejoinder from Maude, “Ah melee love you love melee so. If you picknee nar sleep, don’t blame 

me. Boil up some ginger tee.” And on like that – very little narration, in favour of amplifying character 

voices, “But Ms. Melville tell you go out ah she yard, just go outa she yard nuh. You go get red mouth. 

No wonder you pupa dead from red mouth.”  

There is so much local colour in this short calypso it’s a veritable kaleidoscope not just of island imagery 

but of people and places very specific to the Grays Green community in Antigua – from the first line (two 

women “cussing on Greenbay Hill”) to the very real Charles Lloyd shop where the mêlée ends up.  

The song uses the vocabulary of the people “me hungry, me waan fun nyam” (nyam being Antiguan for 

eat) is what the man whom Ellen and Maude were fighting about says when he comes upon the scene.  

Keeping in mind that calypso was a very testosterone-fuelled space, and that it can be as plain spoken as 

documentary filmmaking, some hybrid of direct cinema and cinema vérité, and like both those forms as 

committed to capturing the truth of the lives of the people, when Ellen says, “you na ha no servant ya”, 

he “pelt a thump in Ellen mouth and he knock Maude false teeth out she mouth”. The tone, even the 

imagery, is farcical but the starkness of the scene is also a callback to the lived reality of the people. Of 

these specific people, in this specific place in time; it wasn’t pleasant, but it was true. 

And someone has the presence of mind to chastise, “He like fu bang woman so...ar yu go dead bad you 

na, somebody go bite out aryu yeye...” 

Many Antiguans can probably relate some fight of this type – I have one, and have witnessed how it 

grows and grows from a spark between two people to an amorphous, all-out and seemingly never-

ending brawl. So, too, in the calypso “a big fight break out at the stone heap” prompting the narrator to 

“come down out of the tamarind tree to get closer to the activity.” At that point, the fight is a moving 

organism with a life of its own, which is how it comes to end up in Charles Lloyd shop and the song ends, 

even as the fight continues, with him frantically saying, “Ar you come out my place… nuh fight in ya. … 

min’ you nar narsy up me sweet oil, me red herring and subben, an’ narsy up me flour, ar you go way 

nuh”. 

Do you recognize some words there? Some commonalities to ‘Girl’? How about stone heap? How about 

sweet oil? How about the concept of sullying something with your touch – “narsy up me sweet oil”? 

Dialogue, point of view, specificity of place, local colour; two very different stories, but not without 

literary overlaps including the influence of a shared inherited oral tradition.  

We have always told each other stories. Stories is one of the things that reinforce community. Even 

through the long night of our enslavement, when so much of what was written down about us was 

written by others, we worked to form community, to tell ourselves stories about ourselves. From the 

plantation to the streets of the city, via man like John ‘Quarkoo’ Thomas in the 1940s, benna became a 



way to pung story about the lives of the folk – and to speak about the figures perceived as being above 

the folk. For those of us who never knew or don’t remember Quarkoo, we have a later calypso, Shelly 

Tobitt’s ‘Look what they’ve done to my song’, sung by Figgy in 2001 to remind us about the time “when 

dey jail Quarko for singing about de gyal de governor rape.” It was Scorpion who sang, “calypso don’t 

have no friend” and that is something inherited from benna, this compulsion, per Latumba “to sing what 

I see (to) mirror society”, and beyond mirroring, as Obsti did in another classic, ‘Who Kill me sister’ 

addressed to the commissioner of police called out by name, to challenge, to question, to provoke…as 

Jamaica did in… A Small Place. 

Girl is the best example I have found of this calypso-quality in Kincaid’s literature, its poetics, the 

repetition, the rhythm, giving the lines a certain musicality. Wet Yuh Han, a title that is an Antiguanism, 

has a structure suggestive of the call and response of the oral tradition. Yet its scene setting, character 

building, use of perspective and tone, makes it one of the best examples of literary/narrative form in 

calypso. And so they meet here as examples of Antiguan literature. 

Both are shaped by the oral tradition. Both are dialogue driven. Both are very direct. No set up. No 

pandering to the white (or any other) gaze. The oral tradition being a form of in-community storytelling, 

there was no translating of reality, calypso doesn’t and in ‘Girl’, neither does Kincaid. 

And, yet, something I have always loved about true calypso and find to be true of ‘Girl’ as well, is the 

universality that’s achieved without, in fact by not diluting the specific. So many girls not from Ovals, 

Antigua rock with ‘Girl’, there are myriad video essays, in myriad accents on YouTube alone. Video re-

enactments in which the fruit you shouldn’t eat on the road lest flies follow you becomes an apple as 

opposed to the more likely mango, since we don’t grow apples of that type here in Antigua. The story 

doesn’t concern itself with what may get lost in translation – who understand, understand and who 

don’t understand can still sort of get the picture. But that’s up to them, the story ah de story.  

And at the heart of the story, both stories, is the struggles women face in society; how they are 

expected to conform, how they must fight. This is a theme that travels and perhaps is part of why these 

stories connect without compromising or being complicit in their own exotic-ification – while, in the case 

of ‘Girl’ still getting in to the likes of the New Yorker. 

There’s the possibility for misinterpretation, of course. I once came across a booktuber who loved 

Jamaican writer Olive Senior’s children’s book Anna Carries Water about a girl learning to carry water on 

her head and yet in exploring its themes saw lack (of water) not abundance (of love, family); missing the 

point of the story beautifully rendered by Antigua-descended illustrator Laura James. This is what was 

referred to in Callaloo journal as “inscribing conventional notions of otherness onto the text” [1]. It is a 

danger. But not one you can spend too much time thinking about. 

“I don’t write for you” as I say in my poem ‘Ah Write’. “Ah Write cause my muse direct me too/and she 

tell me/write true/and all the people will feel it too.” 

The Antiguanisms throughout both ‘Girl’ and ‘Wet Yuh Han’ are unselfconscious, non-performative; in 

fact, I might point to either of these when people ask me how to write dialogue and Antiguan dialogue, 

dialogue in dialect in particular, and I might say listen, listen to the people how they talk to each other 

when is just them being themselves, write them how they sound, consistent with character and context, 

of course. 



Just listen to the vernacular “don’t walk bare-head in the hot sun”… “wet yuh han’ an’ wait for me” – the 

mother whose voice drives the narrative in ‘Girl’ – says okra instead of okroe, harbors instead of harbor, 

is it true instead of ah true - doesn’t lean in to it the local vernacular as hard as Obsti’s narrative voice, 

it’s in character for her to fight it. But the rhythm of it is there. 

In both, you are stepping in to the picture not watching it from the outside.  

And it’s about the people, de smadee an’ dem. 

Antiguan poet Veronica Evanson Bernard wrote in her collection Coconut Walk: 

“History’s not about great kings and wars 

and empires and countries and things beyond our shores. 

History’s, too, what people do, common people like me and you 

and that’s the real meaning of songs by Quarko.” 

What benna did, what calypso does (has done in songs like Short Shirt’s ‘Racan’ (“wid de red herring in 

he hand”), what Jamaica did in ‘Girl’ is center the people, the girl and her mother on a road in Ovals, in 

Antigua, the small concerns and greater meaning of their lives. One of the things calypso reinforced for 

me growing up when so many of the books I read in school and out came from other places was that 

stories could be about us, our stories; that our voices mattered.  

And the way people waited for calypso to drop every year and drop the truth that not even journalism 

could be counted on to do, even as a child, I understood its power. And came to understand that it is not 

without cost. 

Kincaid and calypso have both weathered the backlash of singing as they see, mirroring society. Alleged 

official or unofficial bannings, persona non grata, sometimes also rejection by the people whose stories 

they tell because of this daring to “air dirty laundry in public” – something, by the way, of which the 

mother in ‘Girl’ would not approve.  

But for the sake of authenticity (rootedness, verisimilitude), these writers #keepitreal. Not for show but 

because the context, the realness, adds richness to the telling, and deepens the meaning. It’s worth 

noting that tensions between the powers that be (however defined) and the people, class and society, 

race and gender, colonialism and the struggles of finding your way in a post-colonial/globalized world 

are common themes of these works, of the genre of Kincaid and of calypso, of Antiguan and Barbudan 

literature. 

Kincaid and Calypso have greatly influenced me as a writer, not in a way of mimicking what they do but 

in holding to the spirit of singing, or in my case, writing life as I see, hear, and experience it. In hewing to 

our reality and finding the poetry in our lives, emphasizing our complex humanity, and always searching 

after truth even at risk of being (or making others) uncomfortable. It is an ethos I try to pass on through 

the Wadadli Youth Pen Prize, through which I work with like-minded members of our literary community 

to nurture and showcase the literary arts in Antigua and Barbuda. 

Because we do have a literature; we just have to listen for it.  
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